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Autobiographical memory after acute stress in healthy young men
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Autobiographical memories have been found to be less specific after hydrocortisone administration in healthy men, resembling memory deficits in, for example, depression. This is the first study to investigate the effects of stress-induced elevated cortisol levels on autobiographic memory specificity and experience in healthy young men. Autobiographical memories were elicited by neutral and negative cue words, with instructions to recall either recent or remote memories. No effect of psychosocial stress was found on memory specificity or experience, but cortisol increases tended to be related to less specific, recent memories elicited by neutral cue words, especially when participants were physically aroused during memory retrieval. These results indicate that autobiographical memories are fairly resistant to an acute stressor in healthy young men, but that endogenous cortisol increases might be related to autobiographical memory retrieval. More research into the relation between endogenous cortisol increases and autobiographic memory retrieval is needed, especially in stress-related disorders.
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Dependent on the memory stage being tested, acute stress and high cortisol levels can have impairing or enhancing effects on memory. While encoding and consolidation are found to be facilitated by cortisol (e.g., Buchanan & Lovallo, 2001), retrieval and working memory are found to be impaired by acute stress (Elzinga & Roelofs, 2005; Kuhlmann, Piel, & Wolf, 2005b; Oei, Everaerd, Elzinga, Van Well, & Bermond, 2006; Tollenaar, Elzinga, Spinhoven, & Everaerd, 2008) or exogenous cortisol administration (Het, Ramlow, & Wolf, 2005; Lupien, Gillin, & Hauger, 1999; Wolf et al., 2001). Recent studies suggest that the impairing effects of cortisol on human memory may be mediated by reduced prefrontal and medial temporal lobe (MTL) activation (de Quervain et al., 2003; Oei et al., 2007). Animal studies have shown that the impairing effects of cortisol on memory are mediated by hippocampal and prefrontal glucocorticoid receptors (Lupien & LePage, 2001), and are dependent on noradrenergic signalling of the basolateral nucleus of the amygdala (Roozendaal, Hahn, Nathan, de Quervain, & McGaugh, 2004; Roozendaal, McReynolds, & McGaugh, 2004). In line with the hypothesis that noradrenergic activation is a...
prerequisite for cortisol effects on memory, recent studies in humans have shown that this effect is dependent on arousal elicited by the encoded stimuli and/or the environment (de Quervain, Aerni, & Roozendaal, 2007; Elzinga & Roelofs, 2005; Tollenaar et al., 2008).

Declarative memory retrieval in humans is most often tested with word tasks, using free recall, cued recall, or recognition paradigms (see also Wolf, 2008), showing fairly consistent results. However, laboratory word tasks are not necessarily an ecologically valid measure of real-life memories of one's personal past, defined as autobiographical memory (Tulving, 2002). Furthermore, disorders such as acute stress disorder, depression, or post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) that are characterised by cortisol disregulations have been related to recall of non-specific, over-general autobiographic memories (e.g., Bryant, Sutherland, & Guthrie, 2007; Harvey, Bryant, & Dang, 1998; Kangas, Henry, & Bryant, 2005; Williams & Scott, 1988).

Based on the hierarchical model of autobiographical memory by Conway and Pleydell-Pearce (2000), one might expect that if retrieval of memory details is impaired by stress and/or cortisol, autobiographic memory retrieval might not progress to the level of event-specific knowledge and remain over-general after stress exposure or cortisol administration. Based on this same model, Williams et al. (2007) suggested three mechanisms that may underlie over-general autobiographical memories, described in the CaRFAX model. Important in the present context is that each of these processes can potentially be affected by stress or cortisol increases: First of all, specific memory retrieval requires cognitive resources and hence impaired executive functioning might lead to over-general memory retrieval (Dalglish et al., 2007). As stress and cortisol have been found to impair working memory (i.e., an indicator of executive functioning capacity), this might thus lead to the recall of less-specific memories. Second, decreased specificity might be a result of functional avoidance. Because stress may induce negative mood states (e.g., Kuhlmann et al., 2005b), stressed individuals might try to avoid further mood disturbances by avoidance of sensory and perceptual details of negative events and hence adopt an over-general retrieval style (see Au Yeung, Dalglish, Golden, & Schartau, 2006, and Svaldi & Mackinger, 2003, for the negative effects of mood inductions on memory specificity). Third, rumination about self-referential attributes can also lead to lowered specificity. While ruminating, the search process might not progress to specific memories but rather move across the memory hierarchy by retrieving abstract, self-related conceptual knowledge (see also Spinhoven, Bockting, Kremers, Schene, & Williams, 2007). During a psychosocial stress test (such as the Trier Social Stress Test, one that is frequently used to induce psychosocial stress), participants are confronted with their performance in a social situation. This might lead to increased activation of self-schemas and rumination, leading to less-specific memory retrieval. In sum, based on the hierarchical model by Conway and Pleydell-Pearce (2000) and the CaRFAX model by Williams et al. (2007), we might expect that increases in stress and cortisol lead to over-general memory retrieval.

The only experimental study so far in which the effects of cortisol administration on the retrieval of autobiographical memories have been examined is that by Buss, Wolf, Witt, and Hellhammer (2004). They found that acute cortisol administration in healthy young men diminished recall of specific memories, especially in response to neutral cue words. Interestingly, the fact that it was mostly neutral autobiographical memories that were impaired by cortisol administration is not in line with previous studies using word recall in which the retrieval of emotional words was found to be most affected by cortisol (Kuhlmann, Kirschbaum, & Wolf, 2005a) and stress (Kuhlmann et al., 2005b; Tollenaar et al., 2008; Wolf, 2008).

The effects of acute stress and endogenously increased cortisol levels on autobiographical memory have never been studied before. Based on the predictions from the CaRFAX model, stress exposure might affect even more processes involved with the retrieval of specific memories than cortisol administration. The present study therefore investigated the effects of an acute psychosocial stressor and related cortisol increases on autobiographical memory retrieval in healthy young men. Autobiographical memory specificity and subjective emotional experience of the memories were tested, elicited by means of both neutral and negative cue words. In addition, to test whether both recent and remote memories are equally vulnerable to stress, participants were instructed to recall half of the memories from
childhood, and the other half from the 2 years before the test.

We thus expect the psychosocial stress task and its related cortisol increases to reduce autobiographical memory specificity. As a consequence, we also expect that subjective emotional experience of the memories will be rated as less intense. From the literature on the effects of cortisol on declarative memory retrieval we would expect mostly negative, emotional memories to be affected, although the study by Buss et al. (2004) found impairing effects of cortisol on neutral autobiographical memories. However, on the basis of predictions derived from the CaRFAX model, we expect effects of stress on memory specificity for both neutral and negative cue words.

METHOD AND MATERIALS

Participants

A total of 40 healthy male participants between the age of 18 and 30 ($M = 21.7$, $SD = 3.4$) were recruited at Leiden University for the present study. Females were not included in the study because of confounding effects of gender (e.g., by menstrual cycle and contraceptive pills) on cortisol responses (Kirschbaum, Wust, & Hellhammer, 1992). Inclusion criteria were no reported medical or psychological problems in the past year, no reported use of medication, and no drug or alcohol abuse. There were no differences between the stress and control group on depressive and anxious symptoms as measured with the Beck Depression Inventory-II (BDI-II; van der Does, 2002) stress group: $M = 8.45$, $SD = 1.39$; control group: $M = 6.45$, $SD = 0.97$, $F(1, 38) = 1.40$, $p = .25$, and the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scales (HADS; Spinhoven et al., 1997) HADS depression: stress group: $M = 2.65$, $SD = 0.53$; control group: $M = 2.35$, $SD = 0.49$, $F(1, 38) = 0.17$, $p = .68$; HADS anxiety: stress group: $M = 4.90$, $SD = 0.49$; control group: $M = 5.10$, $SD = 0.63$, $F(1, 38) = 0.06$, $p = .80$. Participants gave written informed consent before participation and were rewarded with either money or course credits afterwards. The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Social and Behavioral Sciences at Leiden University.

Procedure

To avoid confounding of cortisol measurements, participants were instructed not to drink any caffeinated drinks on the morning of the study, and further not to smoke or eat, and to only drink water, an hour before the start of the study. All testing sessions took place in the afternoon, starting either at 12 pm or 3 pm. Participants were randomly assigned to either a stress ($N = 20$) or control ($N = 20$) condition in a between-participants design. At the start of the test session the autobiographical memory task (AMT) was practised and the first physiological measurement was taken ($t = 0$ minutes). During the stress and control task the experimenter was seated behind a one-way screen. After the stress task and a short break, the second physiological measurement was taken ($t = 30$ minutes). The AMT was administered by the experimenter directly after this measurement and lasted on average 30 minutes ($M = 31.8$ minutes, $SD = 6.14$ minutes). This was followed by the last physiological measurement ($t = 60$ minutes).

Measures

**Autobiographical memory task.** Autobiographical memory was measured with an adapted version of the AMT (Williams & Broadbent, 1986). Participants were given six negative and six neutral cue words (see Appendix) and were asked to produce a specific memory to each cue word. Specific memories were described as events that lasted less than a day and occurred at a particular time and place. As a restriction, for each valence category participants were instructed to name three remote memories (from their primary school time) and three recent memories (from the last 2 years, except for the current day). Four pseudo-random versions with valence and date instructions were constructed. Cue words were presented on a card and read aloud by the experimenter. Participants were prompted at least once to elaborate on their memory. If there was no response after 60 seconds “no memory” was reported. Memories were tape-recorded for later scoring. After each memory a questionnaire on emotional experience and the age of the participant during the memory was administered (see below). Reliability of the memories was not
verified. For scoring, only the first answer was used. Memories were only scored as specific when the reported event did not last longer than a day (i.e., an extended memory) and was not a repeated event (i.e., a categoric memory). Semantic associations (e.g., “I often feel sad”) and memories from the wrong time period (which happened only four times in total) were also classified as not specific. Memory specificity was scored by a trained rater blind to condition. A random sample of 20% of all memories was double-scored by an independent rater, leading to an inter-rater agreement of more than 93% (Cohen’s kappa = 0.82). Maximum specificity score for the total AMT was 12, with 3 points for each category (negative-remote/negative-recent/neutral-remote/neutral-recent).

To examine subjective emotional experience of the memories and to verify the valence of the memories a Dutch questionnaire was used, derived from the study by Greenberg et al. (2005) on emotional valence, intensity (arousal and physical feelings) and feelings of re-experiencing (reliving, seeing in mind, coherence, remembering-knowing).

**Stress protocol.** Psychosocial stress was induced using the Trier Social Stress Task (TSST), which is well known for inducing hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis and cardiovascular responses in a large part of participants (see Kirschbaum, Pirke, & Hellhammer, 1993, for a detailed procedure). The TSST consists of three parts each of about 5 minutes: an anticipation/preparation period, followed by a public speech task, and a cognitive task (in the present study an arithmetic task and a working memory task) in front of an audience of three people with a camera and voice recorder. The control group had to write a letter for a fictitious job interview and also performed the working memory task, but with no audience present.

**Physiological measures.** Cortisol saliva samples were obtained at 0, 30, and approximately 60 minutes with reference to the stress task with Salivette collection devices (Sarstedt, Germany). Saliva samples were stored at −20°C before assay. Free cortisol saliva levels were determined with a competitive electrochemiluminescence immunoassay ECLIA, using a Modular Analytics E170 immunoassay analyser (Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany). The functional detection limit was 2.0 nmol/l and the intra- and inter-assay variability coefficients in the measuring range were less than 10%. The analytical detection limit was 0.5 nmol/l and values below 0.5 nmol/l were not reported. Heart rate, blood pressure, and subjective stress measures were taken at 0, 15 (during), 30, and 60 minutes with reference to the stress task using the Omron R5-I. Subjective stress experience was measured with visual analogue scales, ranging from 0 mm to 100 mm, on tension, mood, and tiredness.

**Statistical analyses**

Repeated measures ANOVAs were performed to test the effect of the stress task on the physiological measures and on memory specificity and experience. Condition (stress vs control) was set as a between-participants variable and valence of the cue words (negative vs neutral) and time period (remote vs recent) as within-participants factors. Memory experience was tested with two multivariate dependent variables: emotional intensity (arousal and physical feelings) and feelings of re-experiencing (reliving, seeing in mind, coherence, remembering/knowing). To study the effects of cortisol increases on memory specificity, areas under the curve increase (AUCi) for cortisol with respect to baseline (t = 0) were calculated (using the equation from Pruessner, Kirschbaum, Meinschmidt, & Hellhammer, 2003) and Spearman Rank correlations were performed. The overall α was set at 5%.

**RESULTS**

**Stress outcomes**

All physiological measures showed an increase in the stress group over time compared to the control group (see Figure 1a–d) cortisol: $F(2, 76) = 13.59$, $p < .001$, heart rate: $F(3, 102) = 7.97, p < .001$, systolic blood pressure: $F(3, 99) = 19.42, p < .001$, diastolic blood pressure: $F(3, 99) = 13.5, p < .001$. Cortisol levels and the stress-induced increases of cortisol did not differ between groups that started at 12 pm or 3 pm—control group: $F(2, 36) = 0.23, p = .78$; stress group: $F(2, 36) = 0.62, p = .54$. The stress group did not report more subjective tension, sadness, or tiredness after the stress task than the control group (all $ps > .35$).
Memory outcomes

No differences were found between the stress and the control group in the number of specific memories retrieved, $F(1, 38) = 0.25, p = .62$ (see Figure 2). No interactions between condition and valence or time period were found either, $F(1, 38) = 0.00, p = 1.00; F(1, 38) = 0.52, p = .82$. Including time of day (12 pm or 3 pm) as a covariate did not change these outcomes (all $ps > .56$). The repeated measures ANOVA did reveal a time period by valence interaction, $F(1, 38) = 4.31, p = .05$. Post hoc analyses showed that within the neutral valence category, remote memories were less specific than recent memories, $F(1, 38) = 8.14, p < .01$, while the specificity of remote and recent negative memories did not differ, $F(1, 38) = 0.025, p = .88$. Overall, there were no differences in the specificity of neutral and negative memories, $F(1, 38) = 0.034, p = .86$.

To control for depressive and anxious symptoms, the scores on the BDI-II and HADS were entered as covariates in the above analyses. These covariates did not affect the main and interaction effects of condition—condition: $F(1, 35) = 0.99, p = .33$; condition by valence: $F(1, 35) = 0.03, p = .88$; condition by time period: $F(1, 35) = 0.01, p = .92$.
Memory experience was also not affected by stress. Both the repeated measures MANOVA for emotional intensity and re-experiencing did not show any main effects for condition, $F(2, 35) = 0.53, p = .59; F(4, 33) = 1.34, p = .28$, or any interaction effects with time period or valence (all $p$s $>.10$). Overall, negative memories were rated as more emotional intense, $F(2, 35) = 33.25, p < .001$, more negatively valenced, $F(1, 37) = 300.79, p < .001$, and with higher re-experiencing scores than neutral memories, $F(4, 33) = 6.09, p = .001$. Recent memories tended to be rated as more emotional, $F(2, 35) = 3.13, p = .06$, and were rated with higher re-experiencing scores than remote memories, $F(4, 33) = 11.34, <.001$.

**Cortisol and memory specificity**

No significant correlations were found between memory specificity and cortisol increase (AUCi) within the stress group (see Table 1, left column), although there was a trend for a negative correlation between AUCi cortisol increase and specificity of recent, neutral memories ($rho = -0.39, p = .09$, see also Figure 3a). Since previous studies have shown that cortisol effects on memory are dependent on arousal elicited by the memory or by the environment (de Quervain et al., 2007; Tollenaar et al., 2008), we calculated these correlations in the group of participants that showed heightened sympathetic arousal until the end of the memory task (at $t = 60$), indicated by a systolic blood pressure higher than at baseline ($N = 14$, see Table 1, right column). When participants from the stress group were physically aroused until the end of the AMT, the correlation between cortisol increase and specificity of recent, neutral memories was indeed stronger ($rho = -0.67, p < .01$, see also Figure 3b). When this sub-group was limited to participants who showed a heightened heart rate and diastolic blood pressure at $t = 60$ as well, only seven participants were left, leaving very low statistical power for correlation analyses, but showing similar results ($rho = -0.69, p = .08$). No relations between cortisol increase and any of the other types of memory were found in this these sub-groups.

In the scatter plots of Figure 3 it might seem that the participants that only retrieved one specific recent neutral memory are partly causing the correlations. After removing those participants from the data set, the correlations between cortisol and memory specificity failed to reach significance in the whole stress group but remained significant in the subgroup with heightened systolic blood pressure (whole stress

---

**TABLE 1**

Spearman rank correlations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cue:</th>
<th>Stress (N=20)</th>
<th>Stress (N=14) with heightened SBP at t=60</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote</td>
<td>-0.06 (.82)</td>
<td>-0.20 (.49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recent</td>
<td>-0.39 (.09)*</td>
<td>-0.67 (.008)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote</td>
<td>-0.27 (.25)</td>
<td>-0.22 (.46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recent</td>
<td>-0.04 (.85)</td>
<td>-0.15 (.60)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Spearman rank correlations, $Rho(r)$, between increases in cortisol due to stress and memory specificity on the AMT. SBP = systolic blood pressure, ** = $p < .01$, * = $p < .10$.

---

**Figure 3.** Scatter plots of the correlation between increases of cortisol (AUCi) and specificity of recent memories elicited by neutral cue words in (a) the whole stress group ($N=20$), and (b) the stress group that still showed heightened SBP at $t=60$ ($N=14$).
group: $\rho = -0.29$, $p = .26$; subgroup: $\rho = -0.58$, $p = .04$).

**DISCUSSION**

We found no effects of a psychosocial stressor on autobiographic memory specificity or subjective experience of the memories in healthy young men. This contradicts our expectations based on earlier findings of impaired memory retrieval after stress and cortisol administration, as well as predictions from the CaRFAX model. However, lower specificity of recent, neutral memories tended to be related to a larger increase in cortisol due to stress, especially when participants were physically aroused while retrieving their autobiographical memories. This finding should be interpreted with caution, however, since it was found in a small group and we expected to find correlations of cortisol with memory specificity on negative and remote cues as well.

Several rationales can be put forward to account for our null findings regarding the group differences and the single correlation. First, the increase in endogenous cortisol was much lower than, for example, the pharmacologically induced cortisol increase in the study by Buss et al. (2004). In that study cortisol increased in average from 10.01 to 99.13 nmol/l after 10 mg of cortisol administration, while in our study cortisol increased on average from 10.25 to 14.28 nmol/L after the stress task. In addition we used a rough estimate of the cortisol increase during the memory task, as we only measured three time points in total that did not reflect the actual levels during the memory task. The area under the curve reflected not only the increase in cortisol but also the speed of recovery during the memory task as well. A recent review by Het et al. (2005) has also shown that cortisol effects on memory may be strongest in the morning when natural cortisol levels are high due to diurnal rhythms, while the present study was carried out in the afternoon. In addition, endogenous cortisol increases might only affect autobiographical memory retrieval when physical arousal is high (see also Tollenaar et al., 2008). As shown in Figure 1, most sympathetic measures (heart rate and blood pressure) were back to baseline at the end of the autobiographical memory task. In the sub-group of participants who still showed elevated blood pressure levels at the end of the memory task compared to baseline, the association between cortisol increase and the number of specific recent neutral autobiographical memory retrieval was indeed stronger and significant. Furthermore, mood was not affected by the stressor, which might be another reason why we did not find group effects, as could be expected on the basis of the functional avoidance mechanism of the CaRFAX model (see Williams et al., 2007) and earlier findings of mood inductions on autobiographical memory retrieval (Au Yeung et al., 2006; Svaldi & Mackinger, 2003). However, effects of stress on declarative memory without decreases in mood have been reported before (Domes, Heinrichs, Rimmels, Reichwald, & Hautzinger, 2004; Tollenaar et al., 2008). Hence it cannot be ruled out that the present stress task did not provide a sufficient stressor or high enough cortisol levels to affect autobiographical memory recall, even though participants were physically aroused by the stress task.

Second, this study was conducted among healthy young men and specificity scores were relatively high. The memory traces might have been too strong to be affected by stress and moderate cortisol increases. Studies performed on clinical populations that are characterised by lowered specificity (over-generality) to start with might show stronger effects of stress and cortisol increases on autobiographical memory. Furthermore, autobiographical memory failures have been linked to the content of the cue words used to elicit autobiographical memories in previously depressed patients (Barnhofer, Crane, Spinhoven, & Williams, 2007). It is possible that self-referenced cue words trigger more over-general answers under stress. This would be in line with the CaRFAX model (Williams et al., 2007) predicting more abstract-conceptual thinking and rumination when self-schemas are activated. In the present study the stress task might not have elicited enough negative self-schemas, or they were no longer activated during the memory task. In addition, the model by Williams and colleagues predicts that increasing cognitive load during memory retrieval might lead to less available executive functioning capacity to retrieve specific memories. Since the memory task was performed after the stress task, executive capacities might have been sufficient again to perform the task.

A third explanation might be that our null findings are due to power problems. We based our group sizes on the large effect of cortisol on autobiographical memory in the study by Buss.
and colleagues (Cohen’s $d > 1$, group size calculation with GPower 3.0.10), but 20 subjects per group might not have been sufficient to find effects of the stressor, with cortisol increases much lower than in the study by Buss et al. (2004). However, the fact that all $F$-values for the group effects were smaller than 1 indicates that bigger group sizes would probably not have led to significant effects.

While no effect of the stress task was found on autobiographical memories measured with the AMT, we did find interesting differences in subjective experience and specificity of memories, dependent on the remoteness and emotional tone of the cue words used to elicit the autobiographical memories. Both memories elicited by neutral cue words, and memories that were instructed to be remote, were rated as less emotionally intense and were re-experienced less intensively than memories elicited by negative cue words and that were instructed to be from the last 2 years, in line with previous research (e.g., Sutin & Robins, 2007). Interestingly, neutral memories were recalled with less specificity when these memories were remote in comparison to recent neutral memories. In contrast, the recall of remote negative events was still accompanied by specific details compared to recent negative events, even when the events had taken place a long time ago. The findings that negative memories are re-experienced more intensely than relatively neutral memories, and are still as specific when they are remote as when they are recent, are in line with the common finding that emotionally arousing experiences are generally well remembered. Stress hormones like adrenergic and cortisol, released by emotional arousal, appear to play an important role in enabling the significance of an experience to regulate the strength of the memory of that experience (from McGaugh, 2000).

It is interesting that in previous studies using word tasks cortisol has been found to impair mostly the retrieval of emotional words (for an overview see Wolf, 2008) whereas, so far in studies on autobiographical memories, neutral memories are affected most (see Buss et al., 2004, and data from the present study). Possibly, emotional autobiographical memories are not as sensitive to the effects of cortisol as recently learned emotional words. This is important for clinical practice where cortisol administration is thought to have potentially beneficial effects by blocking the excessive retrieval of emotional (traumatic) memories, leading to fewer intrusive memories and PTSD symptoms (de Quervain & Margraf, 2008). It should be noted, however, that using the AMT, autobiographical memory retrieval is assessed by the measure of specificity. It is not possible to conclude whether the memories recalled specifically are accurate or are lacking essential information. After the stress task participants may have felt pressure to perform well on the memory task as well, and possibly confabulated autobiographical memories when they could not recall a specific real-life memory. Future studies should therefore try to incorporate accuracy measures of autobiographical memories. Furthermore, in the present study an association was found between cortisol increases and recall of recent neutral autobiographical memories, not remote neutral autobiographical memories. Possibly, recalling recent specific memories is mediated by different brain processes and areas than the recall of remote specific memories, and therefore differently influenced by cortisol. Future studies using functional MRI to study cortisol effects on autobiographical memories could shed more light on this issue.

Finally, stress and mild cortisol elevations might simply not affect autobiographical memory retrieval in healthy young men. The only finding in line with this option comes from a study in depressed patients that also did not find a strong association between higher basal cortisol levels and less-specific autobiographical memories, but even report inverted relations, with cortisol decreases relating to less-specific autobiographical memories (Barnhofer, Kuehn, & de Jong-Meyer, 2005). Taken together, this study should be regarded as a very first step in investigating the role of stress exposure and endogenous cortisol increases on autobiographical memories. Given the importance of understanding the impaired autobiographical memory in stress-related disorders, such as depression or PTSD, this is a field that needs to be investigated further. In future studies the effects of stress on memory could be investigated in vulnerable groups, already prone to lowered autobiographical memory specificity. Furthermore, since stress-related disorders are more prevalent in women, female participants should be included in future studies as well, to study the possible differential effects of gender on the relation between stress and autobiographical memory retrieval. Besides specificity, accuracy measures of autobiographical memory should also be included if possible. In addition, our study indicates that differences in remoteness and emotionality of the
memories are important to take into account when studying the relation among stress, cortisol, and autobiographical memory.
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### Appendix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Words used in the AMT (translated from Dutch)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Negative</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grief</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>regret</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ashamed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hurt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>guilt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>